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Spunky, fun, and full of energy- dynamic speaker and

trainer Lisa Rehurek leaves your audience on fire.

Bring fun and a bit of real world funk to a potentially

boring topics RFP and strategies- Lisa’s lovely

personality teaches your audience while

transforming their mindset and business

perspectives. 

 

A 7 time author and national speaker, Lisa’s 25 year

of business knowledge shines right alongside her

down to earth, “get it done” manner. Obsessed with

strategies, systems, and simplicity, Lisa transforms

the most overwhelming tasks into simple, attainable

steps that your audience is eager to get out there

and do. 

 

CONTACT AND BOOKING DETAILS

SUPPORT@THERFPSUCCESSCOMPANY .COM

+1(520)306 .0755

MOST REQUESTED TOPICS

Wow ‘Em to Win ‘Em Proposal 
Strategy:  If your winning percentage 
isn’t over 50%, your approach deserves 
a closer look. It’s time to create a 
winning proposal strategy so you can 
Stand out head and shoulders from the 
competition. Stop wasting time, money 
and resources on losing proposals, and 
create a seamless process that will 
eliminate “proposal pain”. (Book 
Companion: 51 Ways to Win More 
Proposals NOW!). 

Leadership Influence & Credibility 
with a Martini Mindset™ Stop 
following and start leading. Master your 
unique leadership brand, based on 
YOUR “mix of ingredients” rather than 
following someone else’s prescribed 
style. (Book Companion: The Martini 
Mindset™ & The Martini Mindset™ 
Leadership Principles) 

FUN in the Workplace: Fun is NOT a 
luxury, it’s essential to business 
success. Learn how to increases 
productivity, creativity, and problem 
solving skills! (Book Companion: 65 
Ways to inject FUN into the workplace) 

THE RFP SUCCESS™ BOOK 

PREVIOUS EVENTS

MERCER ,  KRONOS ,  UC  DAVIS ,  HILTON ,

SKILLPATH  & MORE .

ABOUT LISA 

The RFP Success™ Book is written for the

“newbie” to the” know it all” when it comes

to submitting RFPs. Because let’s be real-

you can never know enough on how to

craft a successful RFP.  

http://therfpsuccessbook.com 


